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X Chromosome Inactivation, Minireview
XIST, and Pursuit of
the X-Inactivation Center
Huntington F. Willard another chromosome, only one of the two products can
undergo inactivation. The simplest interpretation of suchDepartment of Genetics
data is that the X-inactivation signal requires the pres-Center for Human Genetics
ence in cis of a control locus, the XIC. X inactivationCase Western Reserve University School of Medicine
requires the presence of at least two copies of the XIC,University Hospitals of Cleveland
which must be on different Xs. By analogy with well-Cleveland, Ohio 44106
understood dosage compensation systems in Drosoph-
ila and Caenorhabditis elegans (Kelley and Kuroda,
1995), this observation, combined with the fact that al-
Every once in a while, there comes an idea that is so
tering the relative dosage of autosomes and X chromo-
prescient that it takes years, even decades, for the field
somes (as seen in individuals with abnormal karyotypes)
to catch up with it, either because of a lack of apprecia-
can influence the number of active or inactive X chromo-
tion or because of the absence of appropriate experi- somes, argues strongly that the XIC is involved as part
mental tools with which to test critical hypotheses. The of a counting mechanism during the initiation phase of
work of Barbara McClintock and the notion of dynamic X inactivation to ensure the appropriate activity state
genomes is one example that comes to mind. That of of X-linked genes, normally one active X per two sets
Sir Archibald Garrod at the turn of the century and the of autosomes.
concept of inborn errors of metabolism is another that XIST
shaped the field of biochemical genetics and foreshad- Molecular mapping of relatively rare abnormal X chro-
owed the one gene–one enzyme dictum of Beadle and mosomes in both humans and mice has localized the
Tatum decades later. XIC to a candidate region of z1000 kb (reviewed by
A more contemporary example is that of Mary Lyon, Heard and Avner, 1994). However, from a positional
who introduced the concept of mammalian X chromo- cloning perspective such an approach is naturally lim-
some inactivation some 35 years ago with the dosage iting, as it depends on the fortuitous identification of
compensation hypothesis that bears her name (Lyon, chromosome abnormalities with breakpoints in an ever-
1961). While the biological and clinical significance of smaller region of the X. Further, in the absence of any
X inactivation was recognized immediately and inspired knowledge of what to look for, searching for the XIC
intense study in the fields of both human and mouse within the candidate region requires either blind luck or
genetics to rapidly establish and confirm the major ten- a functional assay for X inactivation.
ets of the Lyon Hypothesis, it has only been in the past Blind luck had its day; as good fortune would have it,
few years that molecular resources and tools have be- the first gene identified within the XIC interval in humans
come available to begin to examine critically the chro- was one whose features were so unusual that it became
mosomal, developmental, and genetic basis for control- immediately a leading candidate for a role in X inactiva-
ling gene expression on the mammalian X chromosome. tion. The XIST gene (inactive X [Xi]-specific transcripts)
Representing the latest step forward in efforts to under- gets its acronym from the observation that the gene is
stand this phenomenon, a paper in this issue of Cell transcribed from the inactive X but not the active X
reports that a 450 kb segment of the mouse X chromo- chromosome (Brown et al., 1991). Notably, the product
some appears to control this process and, more signifi- of the XIST gene (and of its mouse homolog, Xist) is a
cantly, presents a functional assay in transgenic mice noncoding RNA that remains associated with the inac-
for studying the establishment and propagation of the tive X chromosome in female interphase nuclei (Brown
inactive state (Lee et al., 1996). et al., 1992; Brockdorff et al., 1992; Clemson et al., 1996).
X Inactivation and the X-Inactivation Center Insight into the developmental role of Xist has come
The process of X inactivation silences most of the genes from studies by Rastan and Brockdorff and their col-
on one of the two X chromosomes in somatic cells of leagues, who examined Xist expression prior to and
female mammals, thus achieving dosage equivalence during the onset of X inactivation in early mouse devel-
with males. The events in early development that result opment and during differentiation of embryonal stem
in stable transcriptional inactivation of several thousand (ES) cell cultures in vitro (Kay et al., 1994). The onset of
genes in a coordinated fashion act in a strictly cis-limited Xist expression precedes X inactivation and is likely,
fashion, as the equivalent loci on the homologous chro- therefore, a cause rather than a consequence of X inacti-
mosome in the same nucleus remain unaffected. While vation. Thus, on the basis of its map position, its expres-
the basic features of the original X-inactivation hypothe- sion patterns, and the nature of its product, a strong
sis have been well established, the molecular mecha- circumstantial case could be made for the involvement
nism of inactivation and its cis basis remain largely ob- of the XIST/Xist gene in X inactivation.
scure. More direct evidence of a requirement for Xist in X
Genetic investigations of X inactivation have empha- inactivation came from recent targeted mutation experi-
sized the role of the X-inactivation center (XIC), a locus ments reported by Penny et al. (1996), who created a
required in cis for inactivation to occur (Lyon, 1996). null mutation by deleting a portion of the promoter and
Genetic evidence—until lately the only evidence—for first exon of Xist on one of the two X chromosomes in
such a locus derives from the observation that if an X female ES cells. After in vitro differentiation, the X car-
rying the deleted allele could not be inactivated, thuschromosome is involved in a balanced translocation to
Cell
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of simple but attractive models that have, until now,
never been subject to rigorous testing.
YAC Transgenics and the XIC
It is in this context that the work of Lee et al. (1996)
takes on significance. The authors transferred a 450 kb
segment from the mouse XIC (including the Xist gene)
onto autosomes in male ES cells by yeast artificial chro-
mosome (YAC) transfer and demonstrated that these
ectopic sequences were sufficient to induce the X-inac-
tivation pathway upon ES cell differentiation. Impor-
tantly, all of the hypothesized functions of the normal
XIC have been recapitulated by the YAC transgene: the
ectopic sequences were counted as if a second full X
chromosome were present; the normal X and the ectopic
XIC were chosen randomly to initiate X inactivation, with
either the endogenous or the ectopic copy of the Xist
gene activated in different cells; and a cotransferred
reporter gene could be inactivated. Thus, the paper rep-
resents a molecularconfirmation of theXIC and provides
a direct demonstration that the XIC (with the Xist gene)
is, as long hypothesized, a master control locus of the
X-inactivation process.
As with many breakthroughs, the work raises as many
Figure 1. Early Steps in the X-Inactivation Pathway and Proposed questions as it settles and, ultimately of greatest signifi-
Action of the XIC in Male and Female Cells cance, provides what appears to be a tractable system
The X chromosome in both XY and XX cells appears to be ina “pre–X for the future dissection of the XIC and its role in the
inactivation” state, with low levels of Xist expression confined to inactivation process. As the authors point out, their data
the XIC itself. During early development (or upon differentiation of are at variance with conceptually similar experiments
ES cells in culture), copies of the XIC are counted; one copy is
described by two other groups using YACs that cover“blocked,” Xist is fully repressed, and that X becomes the active X
the nearly identical portion of the murine XIC (Heard et(Xa). In female cells or, as shown by Lee et al., in male cells carrying
al., 1996; Matsuura et al., 1996). In those experimentsadditional ectopic copies of the XIC, the XIC guides choice of which
copy gets blocked. In normal mice, this choice is a largely random (carried out in transgenic mice, not in ES cell lines),
one, influenced by effects at the Xce locus, which may be a compo- either Xist was not expressed at all or did not lead to
nent of the XIC. After one copy is blocked, all other copies enter a identifiable gene inactivation. While subtle differences in
“default” pathway leading to X inactivation: the Xist gene is greatly
the sequences transferred may explain the discrepancy,up-regulated, the Xist RNA spreads along the X (Xi) or along an
the data may indicate that the approach is not yet asautosome carrying an ectopic copy of the XIC, and inactivation
straightforward or predictable as it appears from theoccurs.
paper of Lee et al. In any case, the report clearly opens
the door for further analyses to dissect the sequences
providing geneticevidence tosupport thecircumstantial within the 450 kb XIC/Xist region to establish which
case that expression of Xist is necessary for X inactiva- sequences (and how many different sequences) are re-
tion to occur. Interestingly, notwithstanding their inabil- sponsible for the counting, choosing, and inactivation
ity to inactivate the mutant X, cells carrying the targeted steps.
Xist allele were apparently capable of performing other As the transgenes containing the XIC are multicopy,
steps hypothesized to be involved in the onset of X it is not clear from any of the studies to what extent
inactivation; that is, the mutation did not interfere either individual copies are functional. Lee et al. suggest the
with counting the number of X chromosomes present interesting possibility that each copy in their experi-
or with the random choice of which X was to be the ments functions as an independent unit, each capable
inactive X (Penny et al., 1996). Those results indicate of being counted and participating in the random choice
that sequences other than those deleted in the targeted step of initiation. On the other hand, complex interac-
mutation are responsible for counting and choosing tions among the copies of the XIC or its chromatin (or
among X chromosomes and imply, therefore, a spatial both) may contribute to some of the differences among
separation between sequences within the XIC responsi- the studies. More controllable, site-directed YAC trans-
ble for different steps in the initiation of X inactivation. fer experiments, involving the Cre–lox P recombination
While the above experiments demonstrated an appar- system for example, may allow a rigorous test of the
ent requirement for Xist in the onset of X inactivation, ability of a single introduced sequence to provide all of
they could not address whether Xist or the XIC was both the known functions of the XIC.
necessary and sufficient for X inactivation. Indeed, the Such future studies would also permit evaluation of
concept of the XIC itself lacks molecular precision and the relationship between the XIC, as defined by this
depends heavily on limited genetic evidence and a assay, and the X-controlling element (Xce) locus in mice.
framework of hypothesized events (initiation, counting, Xce has been mapped genetically to the same region
choice, propagation, and establishment of inactivation; of the mouse X chromosome known to contain the XIC
and influences the randomness of X inactivation in micesee Figure 1) that have been defined largely on the basis
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heterozygous for different Xce alleles (reviewed by different components of the X-inactivation process, un-
Heard and Avner, 1994). It has been proposed, but is as derstand their molecular interactions, and determine
yetunproven, that Xceand XICare in factcomponents of their genetic and developmental control.
the same locus. Introduction of a single copy of candi-
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This finding, which will require confirmation in early
mouse embryos, has important implications for X inacti-
vation, since it suggests that action at the XIC and the
X-inactivation process itself have an effect on both ac-
tive and inactive X chromosomes. One of the proposed
functions of the XIC has been to count the number of
X chromosomes by interacting with an autosomal factor
that “blocks” the XIC on the X chromosome that will be
the active X and prevents X inactivation from occurring
(Lyon, 1996; Rastan, 1983). While the current paper does
not directly support or refute this widely quoted model,
it suggests a possible function for the blocking factor
as a trans-acting repressor of Xist, down-regulating the
low levels of expression detected prior to differentiation
on the “preactive” X and preventing the dramatic up-
regulation that precedes X inactivation on the “preinac-
tive” X.
The finding by Lee et al. that their XIC transgenes,
after ES cell differentiation, express Xist RNA and coat
the autosome into which the transgenes are inserted
suggests that the spreading of Xist RNA is an integral
part of the inactivation process. The availability of a
system to evaluate spreading of the RNA and its impact
on gene expression at either endogenous or reporter
genes should hasten screening for informative mutants
that do not spread the RNA or do not spread inactivation
(or both).
The pursuit of the XIC and a detailed understanding
of X inactivation has followed a long and arduous path.
Hopefully, with the availability of new approaches to
manipulate the XIC and the XIST/Xist gene in cells in
culture or in transgenic or knockout mice, the wait for
answers at the end of the path will not be as long. As
such approaches become available, it should be possi-
ble, in the fullness of time, to dissect genetically the
